What do we use as protocols for clinical examinations of patients?
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Presentation

As a student-pilot learns check-list and basics aeronautics principles to be able to fly the plane, a student in osteopathy should acquire clinical examination check-lists and gesture to be able to get a step back in front of a difficult patient support. I propose items for history taking in mnemotechnics forms, tools for studying pain. I propose drawings with visual links between dermatomes, myotomes, viscerotomes, sclerotomes, « Head Zones » made through a large literature review. All this work is being published in « Maîtrise de l’examen clinique ostéopathique », first semester of 2018 at Elsevier Publishing. This book has about 300 bibliographic references and is based on studies and researches.
Correspondance des dermatomes du thorax, des membres inférieurs et supérieurs et du crâne avec le niveau médullaire des organes viscéraux

Correspondance des organes
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